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Before the Footlights
"Bagotrix" proved not only to be a generous sackful. but a
veritable magician's hat-the kind, you know, from which increasing
wonders and delights are produced until all magic acts have been exhausted and the curtain must be let fall until others are originated.
The change in the program caused great consternation in the
audience. The oral correction stated that "Sauce for the Goslings"
was to be given first but did not offer information as to what was to
be done with the "Wonder Hat." Many believed this to be the second play because of the emphasis placed on Dorothybelle's bonnet,
but soon they realized their mistake.
"Sauce for the Goslings" was seasoned perfectly. Margaret
Tallmadge was an ideal mother, showing excellent mastery and appreciation of her lines. Mrs. Lee, played by Albertine Arth, was
adorable. She had the most convincing way of inducing the audience to giggle with her. The father, daughter, son, and hero-and
oh, yes, the maid-gave sp!endid interpretations of their roles. The
entire play had a comfortable, homey atmosphere, as if it could easily
have taken place in any modern American home. No higher compliment than this could be given it.
Some of the audience wondered about the title "Plutocrat
Twins." Others wondered at the costumes, but after the performers
started to play everyone stopped wondering, to listen. And they
forgot names and costumes to agree that the "Twins" were good!
The "Pot Boilers" was not a scene from Macbeth. There were
no witches. Running over the cast we would insert adjectives in
avowal of the fine acting asThe egotistical. energetic, emphatic Mr. Sud _______ Richard Robinson
The nervous, humble Mr. Wouldby ·------------------ __ _Robert Utne
The harassed, paternal Mr. Ivory _______________ Raymond Pepinsky
The virile Mr. Ruler _
.
___ ______ ___ __ __ __ _ Charles Jones
The ardent, sinister even willowy (or whatever will describe
that shivering) Mr. Inkwell . ______ -------- .... ____ Albert Killeen
The vivacious, vivid, villainous Mrs. Pencil.__ Dorthybelle McCree
The sweet, charming, unselfish Miss Ivory _____________ Priscilla Howe
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We wonder who really got shot. We know whose gun went
off, but who got in the way oI the bullet? Maybe by looking over
the absentees at school tor the next mo:ith we will find out.
We would like to commend Richard Robinson especially for his
clever and remarkable acting.
The Style Show and Ballet were the objects of much pre-vaudeville speculation and after-vaudeville compliment. The ba11et danced
tl::eir way to success. As far as we could ascertain not a single girl
missed a single step--and no one lost a slipper. The costumes were
attractive but the wigs annoying, since they obs::ured to some extent,
identity.
Romola might also have taken part in the Style Show, as she
carried her wardrobe with her. Her little Dutch dance, perfectly
executed, brought much applause. We notice Romola has a fondness for prompting from the stage her backstage assistants, instead of
v1ice versa, which is more conventional.
!
Everybody enjoyed the Style Review-old and young. For the
former it brought back memories of happy by:gones and an ungrudging appreciation or modern alterations Oi dress. For the
younger generation it suggested early youthful raids upon the attic,
and for the girls-thoughts of new clothes and regret that Ch ristmas
is a thing of the past, also-at least for a year. Sports clothes, afternooq and evening wear were contrasted in an interesting talk given
by Miss Angeline Keenan of Young-Quinlan Company. The procession ended with a gorgeous bride-as all good stories should. ·
Ala Sin Arid. that austere personage of mystery, occasioned
much comment. His prophecies were conventionally unheard of and
impossible. We must not forget the tall. silk hat nor what was beneath it. His ass:stance and that of the globe, and especially the table,
was indispensable. We rather suspe:t Peggy Ebert has a certain bone
to pick with the Reverend Ala Sin Arid.
"The Wonder Hat" acted in a romantic semi-darkness, with a
glowing moon in the sombre sky was indeed fanciful and picturesque.
The parts were delightfully played. Eleanor Evenson made a beautiful and admirable Columbine. Harlequin or Lynn Beyer had no
difficulty in being an appropriate ass2t to the plot and heroine. He
did have some difficulty in taking off his hat, however. John Boehrer
has won his spurs as a remarkably versatile actor. The way be could
change from ecstasy to the opposite emotion was a caution! (Ouch.)
Punchinello and Margot were both exceptionally good. In answer
to Margot's saucy question, we answer that we were might y glad
we knew the ending, otherwise we'd have all turned playwrights and
overcrowded the market and lost sleep in the bargain!
We are truly sorry Mrs. Nethercott was not able to be present to
witness the result of her labors. But we unite in assuring her it was
the best vaudeville ever. The other members of the English Department deserve copious praise for so ably stepping in at the sudden
change of affairs and saving the situation.

Rupert Brooke
It was night, relieved only by the flickering glare of torches.
Far, far off in the distance, the Aegean quivered beneath the arrows
of the blood-red moon. And in the olive grove, the torches showed
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a fresh mound of earth, and a band of nilors, standing reverently at
attention, as all that was left of Rupert Brooke settled in its final
resting place. ·
"If I should die, think only this of me:
That there's some corner of a foreign field that
Is forever England."
Strange prophecy ! And buried in that olive grove of Scyros,
there is indeed " a richer dust congealed."
·
Like a flaming comet, this golden-haired Apollo flung himself
into life, drinking great draughts of its loveliness, loving.
"White plates and cups. clean-gleaming,
Ringed with blue lines ; and feathery, faery dust :
Wet roois, l::eneath the lamp-light: the strong crust
Of friendly bread; and the many-tasting food;
Rainbows ; and the blue bitter smoke of wood ;
And radiant raindrops couching in cool flowers."
Thrilling with the heat of fiery passion, struck speechless by the
glory of the setting sun, that was Rupert Brooke, the gay lover of
the Flesh, and the tonsured novice of the soul. Lines that tug the
heart-strings leapt full-blown in exquisite perfe::tion from his pen.
" Breathless we flung us on the windy hill,
Laughed in the sun, and kissed the lovely grass."
The English tongue has yet to see a sonnet more perfect than
the one which those two lines begin.
It is difficult to write sanely of Rupert Brooke. He intoxicates
one. Those lilting lines. full of the heady wine of beauty, rich with
the madness of desire, they make one's blood pound madly. they
awaken dreams, dark, shadowy wraiths, that flit like so many bats
in the cloistered re::esses of the mind.
He was a genius. this Rupert Brooke, the most promising by
far of that sele::t coterie of war poets that marched so gaily to
Armageddon. And now, even though he died before he reached the
full promise of his youth, he lives, a bright star in that glittering
galaxy that shines in the English heaven.
JOHN J. BOEHRER.

Minneapolis Press Association
The Minneapolis Press Association met Monday evening, January the sixteenth at Shevlin Hall for the monthly meeting sponsored
by the University High School. An entertainment was provided
after the dinner in the ball room. Miss Holmberg welcomed the
speakers and the guests with a short speech, after which Herman
Scheurer played exceptionally well on the violin, accompanied by
his father, Mr. Scheurer, who is the instructor of violin at the University of Minnesota. Mr. A. J. Russell. author of the Long -Bow
column in the Minneapolis Journal. told interesting stories of his
experiences in connection with newspaper writing (and also of'. the'
beginning of the life work of Fannie Kilborne). After Mr. · RusseU
spoke, Minerva Pepinsky sang " Sing, Sing, Birds on the Wing)~· arid'
a little German song accompanied by Miss S~hwend. The ·neh speakJ.
er, Mr. Champine, gave an interesting and humorous account of experiences as a reporter of University news for the daily paper.
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"The Vagabond's Song"
Dusty was a tramp of fiction, and he knew it. From the bottom of his grubby shoes to the top of his curly blond head, he was
a collection of curiosities. No one knew but Dusty where he had
gathered the assorted conglomeration of wearing apparel. The
red handkerchief was obviously of ten-cent store quality, but where
had he obtained the trousers of gorgeous black and white check and
red flannel shirt which, he informed anyone who dared mention it.
was made of satin? The hat that he seldom wore would better have
l:ecome a scarecrow. All his earthly and unearthly belongings he
declared to be wrapped in that square of red cloth.
Among his tradesmen Dusty was called the "Friar," so termed
by a companion who at one time had been on speaking terms with
Chaucer, because of his unusual ability at securing door-step meals.
Dusty truly believed his work was an art in itself. He was also
known as tbe "poet tramp," for he composed rude verses as he
trudged from place to place. With these two accomplishments.
besides being endowed with a shrewd though carefree nature, Dusty
was a character of much interest.
At tbe beginning of our story, we find Dusty strolling down
the well-worn road on the evening of what had been one of the
warmest days in July. Although the weatber had been generous
with heat, Dusty had experienced difficulty in finding congenial lunch
counters. Almost everyone was traveling and away from home, and
those who remained because of necessity. financial or otherwise, were
distressed by anything which suggested the "Happy Highway" and
failed to sympathize with one of its followers. So-hungry but still
cheerful and, in defiance of that craving in the vicinity of his stomach,
he hummed the following song:
A ribbon of road on the earth
With the knot tied up in the sky.
Trimming and tying the vagrant life,
Of such vagabonds as I.
A dust of earth on the road,
Dust of the stars in the sky,
Sprinkling and hiding the lovable life
Of such vagabonds as I.
Clothed in a fabric of freedom,
Letting the days slip by,
Riming our tales of adventure,
Sung. by such rogues as I.
Here let us leave him, but not for long.

*

*

*

Wildfern had once been a favorite "society-country-summerresidence" district but had lost its prominence through the growing
popularity of the custom of spending the summer at either coast.
Once a year "The House on the Hill" held a gorgeous celebration
to bring together the scattered friends of the now partially deserted
community. This year the affair was to be more elaborate than
usual. It was to be an evening party-and more than that-a
masquerade. Great excitement prevailed when the quaintly-worded
invitations were received.
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It was a beautiful evening and a trifle more cool. for which
many of the disguised were thankful. The scene was colorful
and charming as one can well imagine. Some of the figures represented historical or fictitious characters, but most of them had chosen
general ~ypes, as gypsies or pirates. Of the last type there was one
particular indi'vidual who invariably drew a laugh from those within
hearing distance of him. The crowd instantly gave w~y to him,
listening to his plaintive talk and showing their appreciation by
supplying new topics of conversation whenever the unknown grew
tired of the one he was discussing. He wore black and white, check
trousers and red shirt (need I go on?). No one had recognized him.
They confided in each other and betrayed their own identities in
seeking to discover his. Cunning traps were set for him, but he
could not even be tricked into hinting at his name or real occupation.
As the first part of the entertainment drew to a close, the entire
assembly was desirous that this comical tramp should be awarded
the ~r~at basket of fruit which had been designated as the prize.
The rule of unmasking stated that the company should unmask at
a given signal; the winner of the contest to unmask, alone, before'
the gathering, and after the rest had unmasked. The chairman of
the judges, shortly before the expected command, had spoken a few
words to the tramp, who appeared decidedly ill at ease, and had led
him into a room curtained off from the broad dancing floor. This
room was the brilliantly-lighted dining room. -· .
"Wait here and step out between the curtains when I call you,"
said the chairman, who then disappeared just as the gong sounded.
The tramp looked about him and perceived the basket of fruit
in the center of the gaudily-decorated table-and something else.
The ringing voice of the speaker resounded through the silent
room, where shrieks of amusement and amazement had reigned a
moment before.
"I take great pleasure in introducing to you the costume prizewinner who is as yet unknown"-and he threw back the curtains.
One glance was sufficient to inform him and his audience that
the great dining hall was empty-as was the great plate on the
midd le of the table. A window stood open and the screen had been
detached.
His head pillowed on his arm, Dusty smiled contentedly, if
sleepily, at the stars. He was no longer hungry.
If the stars had listened intently enough, they would have
heard him murmur:
To live and to laugh upon the earth,
To sing and to dream beneath the sky,
Oh what is life, if not joyfulness
To such vagabonds as I?
STOVER.

A Thought
I suppose that the clouds are patches
To cover the tears in the blue,
Where the points of the stars and comets
Have thrust their corners through.
ANDREA KIEFER.
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Diplomas of Matrimony
During my sojourn between these ancient, though venerable,
walls, I have witnessed many changes. That which has been the
most debatable and puzzling to me is the remarkable alteration in the
names of several ot the faculty-surnames, of course. This change
was subsequently followed either by a decision to depart or to stay
and face the distressing mistakes in appellation caused by forgetful or
uninformed students. In the case ot the gentlemen variety, a difference was detectable in the expressions of their faces-also the color.
Indeed, U High has gained an enviable reputation not only as
an institution of learning, but also o f matrimony. A recent rumor
has stated that no bachelor or spinster enters the vine-covered portals
of U High without the hope that some day they may re-open
these same doors and pass out success.'ully wedded. Upon what
foundation can this assertion be proved, disproved, or merely assumed ? The truth is that in the three and one-half years of my experience, eight of our teachers have jumped overboard into the har'bor of marriage, and no one knows what the end of this. year will
bring-it being leap year.
.
The following is specific and soul-satisfying p[opf,-

Proof One
Lloyd W. Peterson, coach at U High, was happily married to
Miss Irene Olson, December 29 , at the Messiah Lutheran church. The
wedding was very beautiful, although few people were present.
Among those who attended were about I 0 . U . H. students and
alums. These alums, Jack Barwise and Al Tucker had arrived early.
so before going in they had gone to .a gro::ery .store and purchased
a couple of bags of rice. As we boys arrived we were met by a
smile from a very handsome young man, Elbridge Curtis, commonly
assistant coach to Pete, here in capacity. of an usher.
He showed us to our seats after which there was a violin solo.
Jack Barwise was of gre.at assistance to us then for he whispered ..
"Don 't clap, don' t clap. " With the coming of four o'clock came
also the minister followed by Pete with his brother as best man.
Pete looked pretty serious, and smiled only once when he saw us.
Then came the strains of the wedding march, and a lady dressed
gorgeously in green walked slowly down the aisle . . Jack was sitting next to me; he sighed and said: "Pete's lucky, look at her,
would you ?"
" Dumb, she's only the maid of honor! "
The bride herself came then, dressed in pure white, carrying a
large bouquet of roses. She walked very slowly down the aisle.
Who could have been prettier ?
Well, we all talked to Pete and threw rice at the happy couple.
All U . H. unites in wishing Coach and Mrs. Peterson a very happy
life. I forgot to say that the clanging sound from the back of their
car came from a garbage can which Cappy and I had purloined down
the alley.

Proof Two
The appropriate atmosphere of the fumes of mtnc acid and
burning excelsior was the scene of an interview of Mr. Brosious, recently.
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When asked for his opinion of married life, he stated that it
would not be scientific for one having been married for such a short
time, to commit him~elf. If you don't already know it, Mr. Brosious
entered that cruel sea of matrimony just lately. Quite the fashion,
isn't it?
"Do you show any partiality toward the young ladies of your
classes?" he was asked.
"No, I do not intend to, at least, cons::iously," he replied with
a blush amid the giggles from the gigglers. · You know, these girls
think that Mr. Brosious is "the dearest thing."'
Our chemistry prof readily talked with seemingly pride on how
he liked U High. The students, as a whole, stand well up in Mr.
Brosious' opinions. He believes that they are simple to teach, which
may be attributed to the system implied in the school. But, he was
not insinuating about the esteemable merits of those chemistry pursuers.
Mr. Brosious' words on the subject of matrimony were rather
limited. It also h appens, unfortunately that the reporter is a U
High chemistry student, and can't tease Mr. Brosious too much. The
Breeze, in behalf of all U Highites. gives three rousing cheers for
the Brosiouses (hope you don't lisp), and wishes them a very happy
life.

God's Gifts
Among the powers granted
To the sons of Adam and Eve
Is the faculty of hearing,
And the powers to speak and see.
We are endowed with the ability
To acquire and express our thought;
Yet most of us neglect our rights,
Or don't use them as we ought.
We criticize adversely,
And we censure without right;
We scorn and scoff at genius,
We mock and taunt at might.
We can't bear to see our equals
Rise above us in the ranks;
When we hear inferiors favored,
We act like common cranks.
God has gifted man with hearing,
God has lent to him his speech,
God has granted man his eyesight,
Man has power within his reach.
Then may he use discretion,
May we all have power to use
These faculties with discernment,
These for<:es without abuse.
.

-INK SPILLER.

(The story of this "nom de plume" is very interesting.
concerned with a ruined tablecloth.)
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With Our Art. Class
This year the members of the art class of our high' school have
begun crossing bridges before they have come to them-in direct contradiction to the old adage-in other words, they have started planning their future homes.
The results have been decidedly individual and interesting.
Quoting from Bobbie's emphatic declaration, " I insist on having a
private bath in each bedroom."
A. A. not to be outdone, remarks equally positively that. "I
don't pay any attention to cost or labor as I intend to keep two servants when I build this house."
Indeed, so keen has the competition for " distinctiveness" become, that A. C. is planning an immense sixty by forty foot house
with fifty windows on the first floor.
Were it not for the expert aid and guidance of Miss Florence
Smythe, the art director, many of the class would have given up in
despair. However, Miss Smythe always finds a place for a window,
a corner for a closet, or an opening for the stairs. much to the delight and relief of the class.
There are many other features included in the course our young
architects are engaged in, for instance, the special study of windows
and doors, elevations, and interiors.
To those of the class whose tastes are partial to this line of
study, a new and delightful aspect of art has been uncovered.

The Tale of a Newspaper Typesetter Who Made a
Mistake in One Letter
1:1.

"Ye Gods !" cried he.
" Ye Gods ! Oh me!
I'm in despair.
Perceive my hair
It's whitened there !
Oh give me air !
I've done a wrong
My future's gone,
I can't atone,
My seed is sown.
It cannot lastThe die is cast.
I've had my say
And now away
This fateful day
Without my pay.
I must depart.
But 'ere I start
I'll tell you that
'Twas Randie's Hat
And not his Fat
That he took off.
The paper's out!
Without a doubt! am undone !"

.Q. .J

•

....
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Four Minutes
The little village of Gr:ndmer:::i m:td s:mgly under the prote:ting crags of a neighboring mountain. In almost all respects
it was like any other medieval village, isolated from the outside
world and surrounded by a strong wall and a moat. Inside on one
end of the illustrious Main Street reposed G~andmerci's pride and
glory, its far-famed othedral. No one remembered when or how it
had been built. The church w.:s created of white marble, with multicolored stained-glass windows, and floo:s of Moorish mosaic. How
many years of toil must have gone into the making of so beautiful
a tribute to God. But the most intricate piece of work in all the
wonderfol building was the giant, self-winding clo-k in the belfry.
Down through the ages it had kept perfect time without human aid.
In fact no one had ever seen the machinery of this clo:k, for the
door at the top o~ the lonp; staircase leading to the belfry was barred
with the formidable inscription, "Death to him who enters." Of
course, this o:c2sioned numerous and fanciful legends.
On a certain May morning, there ass~mbled in front of the
church as many peoole as could squeeze into the narrow courtyard.
A young, f;iir-haired lad addressed the throng from the steps. His
name was Henri, as was his father's and grandfather's before him.
but he was about to do a thing none of his ancestors had ever
dreamed of.
"Sirs,'' he said, "I shall mount to the belfry." He turned and
strode lightly up the steps. There W?S an awestricken silence. Then
a murmur of admiration and fear rippled through the crowd, and
some few made haste to go home.
Henri mounted up and up, a merry tune upon his lips. Suddenly the whistlinp; stopped! There was a sound-of rusty and long
unused hinges? or? Terrible thought!
A moment of extreme silence-a moment of tense excitement :
nerves were taut, ears straining. people scarcely breathing. And
then, upon the waiting multitude there burst a scream : Oh merciful
heavens! A scream ! A terrible terror-stricken cry! The voice of a
mzn in supreme agony amid the heartless grating of machinery.
Torture!
Silence again, this time the silence of death? Another awful.
awful moment of nothing. And then, like a clash of thunder to the
people below came the eerie sound: Tick tock, tick to:k, bringing
a realization that the dreadful silence of a moment before was caused
by the fact that the great clock had stopped while the door of its
secret was being opened. Panic-stricken they rushed weeping and
hysterical to their homes, and spent the next week in fasting and
praying.
Then a great and mighty question arose. A gathering of the
greatest minds of the town assembled in a convenient guild hall and
held a i:ouncil. After much debating and calculating, it had been
determined that the great clock had stopped exactly four minutes.
Now the sages asked each other. Shall we set our clocks by this clock
or set it four minutes ahead? This was truly a momentous question.
Some claimed that it was the manifestation of the divine will of God.
Then somebody interrupted the speaker by calling him a heretic, and
there ensued fist-fights, and the breaking of the very excellent furni-
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ture of the guild (which said body resolved to never again harbor
such a meeting.)
In the middle of this confusion, a slender, dark-haired girl
entered, her eyes red with weeping.
" Kind sirs," she said, "what shall you do about my husband?"
They stared amazedly. disapprovingly, cast a side-long glance
at each other and fled ignominious1y.
So that was that, and they let the matter drop.
Seven hundred years or so later a group of adventurous young
men (they were Americans) cast down, with a great deal of scorn.
prejudices of a thousand years, and mounted the dusty steps. It
grew darker as they climbed, but they were well equipped with flashlights. The door at the top was slightly open.
"Gosh," muttered one. 'T d hate to have one of these doors
close on me."
They pulled the door open as far as possible and peered in.
There, going round and round, was a set of perfectly immense cogwheels. their teeth flashing threatening at the strangers.
"Can't say I'd relish having one of those bozos close on me,
either," another remarked, prowling cautiously around the old
machinery.
His glance fell to the floor, and he uttered an amazed shout.
There on the floor, in a sort of bas-relief of dust, was the upper half
of a man's body. He touched it with his foot and raised a stifling
cloud of dust. When it had cleared away, much of the figure had
disappeared.
" Ashes to ashes, dust to dust, " groaned one in a sing-song voice.
"Ods bodikins ! I guess this is the old boy Henri himself. eh
what? Got carved at the half-way mark anyway. Probably lost
his bearings on the nasty detour, since he didn't have his headlights
on. Find a guy like that in our country, wouldn't they?"
And they trooped down the narrow stairway, leaving Time and
Decay to finish their almost completed work.
LOIS FINGER.

The LIVING AGE
(Dedicated to A. Magazine)
This TRUE STORY takes place in the NINETEENTH CENTURY-not in ASIA but in an AMERICAN CITY. ST. NICHOLAS. There were two POPULAR MECHANICS- FORBES
and COLLIERS-who were both SCIENTIFIC AMERICANS.
The former was saying, "Let THE PIONEER press your clothes- "
but, not knowing which pioneer his friend referred to, he inquired.
"Why," replied COLLIERS, "let that ST. PAUL PIONEER
PRESS your clothes.
They had walked for a CENTURY while making a SURVEY
of the times-NEW YORK TIMES. LOS ANGELES TIMES and
good times in general. Soon they approached a HOUSE BEA UTIFUL. in fact, a very beautiful HOUSE AND GARDEN. In the
latter was an AMERICAN CHILD- an AMERICAN BOY, to be
exact. This lad, a son of the SCRIBNERS, preferred COUNTRY
LIFE to SCHOOL AND SOCIETY. His EDUCATION consisted of studying BIRD-LORE and LIFE in general at UBERTY.
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The two men leaned against a SATURDAY EVENING POST
and fell to reflecting. It was their CURRENT OPINION that the
SCIENCE of EDUCATION. in this CENTURY, is personal
investigation of facts.
They walked on. There was a beautiful SUNSET. It was
the VOGUE for people to stroll at this hour. That's how-in
this ILLUSTRATED WORLD-they chanced upon HYGE IA. a
WOMAN CITIZEN in this PLAYGROUND of America. Her
aunts. with whom she lived, were great HARPERS who went to
the ATLANTIC MONTHLY. HYGEIA had quite a FORUM
and also a sense of humor--COLLEGE HUMOR. they call it.
FORBES excused himself to attend to some KODAKERY he
had MENTOR attend to before. COLLIERS had procured a book
of POETRY from THE REFERENCE SHOP at one of the
LIBRARIES so he was prepared to court this maiden. He was a
FREEMAN so he was licensed to court her.
He and HYGEIA took an OUTING down by a FIELD AND
STREAM. What followed would make a DRAMA. He gave her
a GOLDEN BOOK containing WESTERN STORIES and RANCH
ROMANCES and, as he was a musician that " got that way" a few
times a year (or got MUSICAL QUARTERLY. we may say ), he
sang to her of a FARM AND FIRESIDE. She was quite INDEPENDENT but she finally promised to be his wife. Some SYSTEM! He decided to become a COUNTRY GENTLEMAN. The
OUTLOOK was good for she knew a great deal about GOOD
HOUSEKEEPING and would make a good FARMER'S WIFE.
WHIZ! BANG! Here's the end!
RUTH McMAHON:

And It's Leap Year
"Give me my apron, Ramer."
"Then give me my dish towel, Andre."
This is not a part of a dramatic club rehearsal ; on the contrary,
something that goes on every day during sixth hour in room 5. It
is a class in housecraft made up of thirtee.n boys- mostly upperclassmen. Flour sack aprons cut in butchers' style along with the
inevitable dish towel are the trade-marks of this unique class.
Miss Diamond, when accosted between classes, willingly
imparted the following information. This class, last year entitled
"Camp Cookery," but now " Economics and Crafts," studies clothing
problems and textiles which deal with the care, choosing. and colors
best worn by the various types of boys ; food, the nutrition and
selection of adequate foods; budgets, an extremely useful subject as
most people are unable to keep their accounts straight, much less use
a budget- if they can make one ; also etiquette and home management.
Minneapolis is by no means the first city to have a course like
this, as the idea originated in Lincoln, Nebraska. At present most
of the large cities throughout the country offer this course as an
elective.
Fred Ramer, prominent senior, upon being interviewed, said
that their " diet" consists of making glazed carrots and cooking
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spinach. However, the president of the dramatic club, Gordon
Andre, insists that a good share oI the time is spent doing the ve.· y
undramatic thing of washing dishes.. Now to mah mat.ers more
complicated the girls report that they frequently find dishes in the
cupboards in need of elbow grease. Nevertheless, the interv:ewe::I
agreed upon the point that it is a very useful and interesting course.

The Man About the Place
I take great pleasure in introducing today a few facts about
Mr. Charles W. Boardman which were probably unknown before
this (to us. at least).
Mr. Boardman was born in Des Moines, Iowa, and was or.e
of several children. He never wanted to be a girl, but like most boys,
enjoyed just "fooling around."
Mr. Boardman's educational career was not influenced by the
desires of his parents, who wished him to be a physician. (Imagine
going into Mr. Boardman's office to have the condition of your throat
changed instead of the condition of your report card. ) Howevzr.
Mr. Boardman has never regretted his choice. He finds it interesting
to watch the progress of young people and therefore pre.ers a s::hool
of moderate size where individual contact is possible.
Mr. Boardman's only daughter doesn't yet know what she's
going to do "when she grows up," but we think she will be an ardent
" U" High rooter, anyway.
Concerning the ever-present question of overdoing athletics in
high schools, Mr. Boardman said that in some s:hoo!s athletics were
playing too great a part, and that in all schools scholastic attainments
should rank first. He thinks that religious edu:ation is unnecessary
in high school. although moral education should be included in the
school routine. Outdoor sports, some social activities, o::casional
plays. and similar diversions are necessary to round out the education
of a high school student.
Mr. Boardman himself enjoys swimming, skating and riding.
while he does not care particularly for the movies or cards. Also he
is an ardent follower of Isaac Walt on, and is fond of hunting.
Probably everyone has a repressed desire in the back of his mind.
Mr. Boardman is no exception to the rule. His air castle is in the
form of " a lodge on Puget Sound, where the best and most varied
hunting and fishing exist." Good luck, Mr. Boardman, but we hope
you will spend only your summers there !

On the Trial and Error Method as Used m
University High School Experimentation
Students of the University High School are the subjects of many
trials, and it is to be susp~cted, of many errors. This school is
not only a whetstone on which thousands of practice teachers sharpen
their tools, but also a fiery furnace in which new tools are tested.
Tools of steel. tools of lead, tools of tin- all are tested in the "U"
High furnace to see if they can stand the furious blaze. Some are
extravagantly ornate, others plain and substantial; some are the
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results of years of patient work, and others, light and flimsy, have
been turned out wholesale on a moment's notice. There are chisels
to shape the students' thoughts: screws, nails, and bolts to hold their
opinions in place; knives to cut away useless material ; monkeywrenches to tighten up the loose places; and even a few vises that
cramp the victim 's mind and crush his once original ideas into a
pulp. There are vast machines that scoop up ideas and facts promiscuously at one end and emit canned dogmas at the other.
AU these go into the furnace, and a few come out again. But
most of them begin to disintegrate when the hot flame springs up
around them. 111-made joints come apart, hastily thrown together
combinations break into many pieces, and base metal melts entirely.
This is certainly a very handy thing to have around. this "U" High
furnace. Without it the successes and the failures of many projects
would never be satisfactorily known, and many tools would be put
to their uses in other schools untested. By its means hundreds and
hundreds of tools are sent either to their useful purposes or to the
junk heap of errors in the bottom of the fupnace. And what a
magnificent junk heap ! True, it is somewhat clogging up the furnace-obstructing. the normal ·action of the fire with the quantities
of pigheads that have been thrown into the education of its students
as trials and have remained as errors, but is it not a mighty monument
to the never-ceasing industry oi countless teachers in their playful
experiments with trials and errors?
LYNN BEYER.

A Dog's Life
She was beautiful. so exquisitely beautiful that aII paused to
look upon her glorified but unconcerned face. She moved with an
infinite grace belonging only to those who are welI-bred. Her hair
was as black as the deepest shadows of midnight. It curled in beautiful. graceful rings. She was fuily two feet in height and very
slenderly built. The most peculiar part of her features and the most
intriguing were her beautiful. big, brown eyes which lazily questicmed everything. She ruled her realm of males with an iron will , a
scornful eye, and exceedingly sharp teeth. If any of her worshipers
c.iared to approach too close, he received a neat little nip which sent
him into spasms of reproachful howls.
There was one large and handsome feliow who had conquered
Patsy, herself. and who strutted about with a most engaging and
proud air. His name was Beau, which he was firmly convinced was
very fitting.
When aII good puppies were at home and asleep, he often left
his farmyard in search for Patsy. Their world laughed with joy,
until one dark and moonless night, there wandered upon them a
lowly cur. His hair was drenched and bedraggled with mud and
slime. He was weary but could find no place to rest his head. In
his search. he found Patsy and Beau. He bounded up to Patsy with
a low whine for a welcome. She saw how tired he was and refrained
from her warning nip. She even smiled at him tenderly. At that
sign, Beau with a jealous snarl leaped upon the stranger. They
fought , at first with ease and carefuliy studied technique, then more
fiercely , then with actual desperation, while Patsy looked on with a
quizzical smile. The cur maliciously gave a ~nort of delight as he
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chewed a piece of Beau's handsome face; however, he quickly added
a howl ot surprise and agony as he fe1t Beau's strong jaw tighten
on his left foot. The battle continued for some time with only
Patsy for an audience. Finally, atter one terribly painful moment,
Beau turned and sped toward his own barnyard with his waving
plume, usually so high and proud, now tucked desolately between
his fastly flying legs, tor he knew that Patsy, the black queen, was
no longer for him.
Patsy tenderly licked the wounds of the exhausted but triumphant stranger before taking him to her master's home.
LILLIAN BISSELL.

Foreign Correspondence
Haute Rampe, Ave. des Cerisiers, Lausanne, Suisse.
Dear "Breeze":
The suddenness with which I was informed of my position
as "Foreign Correspondent" has stunned me-but it is rather a pleasant sensation.
I have not the slightest idea what the duties of a Foreign Correspondent are so I am just writing a "wee bit" (an English exp;:ession) about the countries I have seen since leaving America, and some
time later perhaps I will go into detail about each country.
We landed in England at Plymouth, which is southwest of
London. From there we took a train to London.
London! A treat never to be missed. · London! With Buckingham Palace, the town residence of the King. Pall Mall, near the
Palace, the fashionable quarter where -an the clubs are. The street
on which the nobility and rich of London live is Park Lane. The
houses are beautiful but covered with grime. Park Lane overlooks
Hyde Park where "Rotten Row" is, the Riding Parade of London.
Fleet Street in old London is the literary center of London. The
street in London corresponding to Fifth Avenue in New York is
Regent Street. Here one may find the fashionable shops and shoppers. Kensington is the art center and also has a wonderful museum.
The English tribute to Sir James Barrie is a statue of Peter Pan in
Kensington Gardens. Of course one must never forget Westminster
Abbey where the tombs of the nobility and famous men of England
are. Also the tomb of the Unknown Soldier. If one has seen these
sights plus the "Change of Guards" in White Hall and "London
Bridge" one has "seen" London.
From London we crossed the North Sea to Bergen, Norway,
which is the quaintest town I have ever seen. It was there that I
saw my first "fish market." From Bergen we went to Oslo, the
capital of Norway, and a plain ordinary big city. Our next stop
was Copenhagen, Denmark. Another big city full of lights and
gaiety. Berlin was our next big stop and one of the most interesting
of our whole trip, for there were so many wonderful old castles to see.
Potsdam, where almost all the castles are. is reached, from
Berlin, after a few hours by boat or bus. The Palace of Frederick
the Great is especially noted for its gold-bronze ornaments, Dresden
china chandeliers and exquisite pictures. The Palace of the late
Kaiser is noted also for its Dresden china chandeliers, marble floors,
walls and table tops, but mostly for the gorgeous "Shell Room."
The walls of this room are covered with precious gems and shells.
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The home of Goethe, the German poet, attracted our attention
next and we spent quite some time in his " Garden House." After
stopping for a few days at Frankfort and Berne we finally reached
Lausanne and were so charmed by its beautiful situation that we
decided to stay instead of going to Florence, Italy.
Lausanne is one of the main cities on Lake Geneva, called here
Lac Leman, from the Roman name Lacus Lemanus. It has one of
the first cathedrals built in Switzerland. It is the educational center
of Switzerland, having many schools and a university. Summed up.
Lausanne is ideal.
At present I am in a girls' pension, learning French and German,
and would love to hear from any of_you who have a minute to spare.
EDITH ANN REULER. Foreign Correspondent.

Red-Hot Henry (His Column)
Give this little boy a hand, folks ! After hibernating (sleeping
in class) for two months, I. Red-Hot Henry, find myself on the
brink of another eruption. (Gather 'round, children, but please be
careful of the cinders.)
Been gettin' lotsa' letters lately. What with Peggy worrying
over her exact feeling for Bert, Hod, etc.,--0r should I say worrying
over their exact feeling for her?-and Columbine breaking hearts by
the dozen (let me hear no nasty cracks about Pierrot ) -my mailbag
is pretty large. Only room for two of them, though. As Shakespeare, or was it ~orbert Sullivan, would say, " Space doth forbid ."
Here goes fot No. 1 :
Dear Mr. Red-Hot :
Every time my sweet sheba and I walk past a theatre, she points
to the billboard and says, "That looks like a good picture." What
does she want ?
Sincerely,
Donald Oas.
Dear Mr. Oas :
She wants the billboard, you dumb bunny.
Red -Hot.
And say, did you know that Holly Shaw is looking for one
of those sweet, old-fashioned, domestic girls ? ( All N.N's please
take opposite direction.)
Lest we forget, No. 2:
Dear Mr. Red-Hot:
I am only a simple untutored child of nature, ignorant of the
fell ways of the great city. My innocent, childish heart needs someone to confide in. someone who will teach me about LIFE. Can
you tell me where I shall find such a one ?
Sincerely,
Bobby Francis.
Dear Miss Francis :
I might suggest any one of the following :
a. Myself (with all due modesty ) .
b. Steven Barlow.
c. Malcolm Manuel.
R ED-HOT H ENRY.
P. S. All those mentioned in this column please remember I
have police protection.-R. H. H.
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What One May Obtain From His Four Years of
High School
The Power of Independent Thought
To begin with, we will not pretend that there is anything that
high school has to offer that you could not acquire outside ot high
school. However, you will find it far easier to cultivate habits and
develop character now than it will ever be again. The mode of
thought which you adopt now will, in all probability, remain
unchanged during the rest of your life. So now is the time you
must make your choice. On one hand lies the difficult path of the
independent thinker; on the other, the easy path of the mental follower, the intellectual dependent. The radical must pay for his
course by so::ial ostracism; the conservative by mental lethargy.
The way of the transgressor is hard, be it a moral code or a
political doctrine that is transgressed. From the time of Socrates,
the "first great martyr of intellectual liberty," down to the present,
men have given the cup of hemlock to those who s:offed at their
gods. On the other hand, posterity, while it persecutes its own
radicals, will do homage to the radicals of a former day, while the
conservatives of the past will be entirely forgotten. When the world
reaches the same stage of advancement that was reached by one man
a thousand years before, its people will do homage to the person
who had the wisdom and foresight to anticipate its doctrines. It is
indeed a peculiar principle of psychology that the majority will
invariably regard the mere fact of its greater numbers as conclusive
proof of the right of its stand.
Yet it is these same jeered at radicals who have raised man from
a brute beast to his present status. They have dethroned the kings,
given the people autonomy, wrought all our political. social. and
religious reforms. To give a comprehensive story of their achievements would be to tell a complete account of man's progress from
the beginning of time. To point out an instance of the present
day: even now, certain much-hooted-at radicals are striving to rid
the masses (who are as deep as ever in their lethargic apathy) of that
curse of all ages, war. These men at the present are receiving no
recognition but persecution. Yet a thousand years hence they will
be the only ones of this era whose names are known.
Although it is true that we can never draw a distinct line
between any classes of people, nevertheless the line between radical
and conservative, between thinker and non-thinker, is fairly sharp.
It is noticeable even in the classroom. The large majority of students
will accept a statement, no matter how unreasonable, because "it is
in the book." Most students imbibe, but do not digest. They will
accept any opinion, any classification or outline, without question,
because the teacher makes the statement. On the other hand, there
are some who will question nearly every statement, though it be
backed by the best authority. They will probe and analyze the
statement to its essentials, in an effort to discover the truth. The
class, and often the teacher, will regard these radicals as nuisances;
for often neither the class nor the teacher has the desire or the
perspicacity to test out the proof of a statement. Perhaps at times
these radicals do become too questioning. But this is merely a sign
of immaturity and growth, for these at least are developing the
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powers to walk mentally. Their minds at least will not lie permanently recumbent.
You can join them if you will. Admission to their group may
be had for a thought. The two paths lie before you ; the one is
hard, the other easy. The choice is yours.
THE IGNORAMUS.

A Good Book
Reading, besides being one of the common resources of conversation, is also one of the most pleasant sources of amusement. Everyone likes to read although particular tastes differ as to the type of
book to be read. Some people prefer novels ; others, history. travel or
biography. Often one may run across obscure writers whose works
delight one more than those of better known authors. And again we
may find new pieces of literature by our favorite authors which we
take great pleasure in discovering.
·
If you are fond of travel and adventure, you will readily appreciate, " Adventures in Journalism," by Philip Gibbs.
"Life and Letters of Richard Harding Davis, " or " The Story
of My Boyhood and Youth," by John Muir, will appeal to biography-lovers.
"North of Boston," by Robert Frost or a book of Sara Teasdale's delightful lyrics are suggestions for those who enjoy poetry.
Have you ever read " Red Rock," by Thomas Nelson Page? Do
so, if you have not. It is an enthralling story of the South after
the Civil War. Ottilie A. Liljencrantz is not an outstandingly well
known writer, but this author's books written of the old Norse life
are favorites in many widely-read person's opinions. There are also
John Locke and Jeffery Farnol. interesting authors and indeed worth
looking up. The latter is especially known for his skillful use of conversation-and that in the old, lower-class-of-England dialect.
These are suggestions of several intensely interesting writers.
Read one of their books, and let us know how you like them.

Honor Roll- Fall Quarter. 1927-28
ALL A'S
Lynn Beyer
Martha Hynes

Andrea Kiefer
Elizabeth Ramsdell

ALL A'S AND B'S
Anne Armstrong
Bessie Levine
George Mann
Jane Armstrong
Marjorie Myers
Barbara Bailey
John Boehrer, Jr.
Minerva Pepinsky
Ruth Burkhard
Raymond Pepinsky
Hazel Purdy
Eleneta Carpenter
Fred Rosendahl
Margaret Ebert
Albert Savage
Marguerite Erickson
E lizabeth Shippee
Gertrude Lawton
Miriam Weil
Lois Finger

THE

Thelma Brown
Eleanor Evenson
Marion Finney
Fern Fisk
Thomas Ford
Flora Gilmore
Florence Gleckman
Aikin Gortner
Willis Gortner
Eleanor Heck
Vivian Johnson
Charles Jones
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B AVERAGE
Caroline Kittoe
Lorna Larson
Everett Myers
James Nelson
Marlys Robertson
Russell Rosendahl
Adelaide Rowley
Margaret Tallmadge
Fred Thomas
Helen Thompson
Helen Webster
Margaret Williams

Station RAM
CONCERNIN' SOCK SCIENCE
After studying the science of socks for some time, we have decided that we don't care to rummage through the process of evolution to find out the meager answer to "Why do men work"-most
uv them don't anyway so-"Why bring that up?"
We don't know everything "from beans to soup" about this
here process of thinkin', but old friend, Spud. sure's been usin<i: his
bean in applyin' some of them-there theories. After studying " SUPPLY," "DEMAND," "PRICE" and all that the ornamental (omit
the "mental"-there aren't any such stuff in our class) trash, Spud
hiked into the room with a load on his shoulders. "BEANS,"
thought we and sure enough. Sez he, "The SUPPLY of beans was
too great to meet the DEMAND and 's no one has reached his
POINT OF SATIETY we'll lower the PRICE. That was usin'
the old bean (S) al' rite. Besides, Spud is president of the U. S.
(Whoops-I mean "U" H) Senate!
Now, as to these here things they call "LABOR" and
"WAGES"-here we labor even harder'n Mr. Tohill to ask questions and where do2s our wages cum in? Don't we work "by the
hour" the same as the other hard workin' men and wimmin of the
age? What do we get? Nottin' but a lot 'uv red ink and a few
free penny lectures. Now, that sounds complicated-sorta-sayin'
FREE and PENNY all in one exhale, but ya see they' re quite Freely
given and are quite PENNYtrating-and how!
Yes, sir, we're gointa throw a monkey-wrench into the machinery sometime (highbrow word for that little trick is "SABOTAGE") or else we'll STRIKE (no, that's not where you hit
teacher and make a HOME run)-it's just where you quit workin'
and as that's where I began, I'll sign off and give some other "static"
a chance.
PLEASE STAND BY.
RUTHLESS.

BOYS TAKE NOTICE
The girls have many faults,
The boys have only two-Everything they say,
And everything they do.
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Trader Horn
ALFRED ALOYSIUS HORN

Edited by Ethelreda Lewis
Blood brother to cannibals. res::uer and abductor of a goddess,
hunter of tigers, gorillas and elephants,-such were the roles of Mr.
Horn. trader in the wilds of darkest Africa. He went into the unexplored interior and opened up new trading possibilities. He made
friends with the civil tribes and with their aid waged war against a
wandering savage tribe which was the only one seriously to antagonize his movements.
The life story is written by Mr. Horn in his what-might-becalled quaint English. The same word he spells two ways on one
page. his punctuation is a joke, and he capitalizes any word which
seems to appeal to him.
Mrs. Lewis in an introduction explains how, while he was selling her a gridiron she didn't want, the conversation drifted to his
past life. His experiences were so interesting and his accounts so droll
that she invited him to return for tea soon, and persuaded him to
write a book. This he accomplished by presenting a chapter each
week for her inspection. In these visits she took notes on his conversation about the material in the book and his philosophy of life.
He makes some very interesting remarks on the progress of the book
and the probable reaction of the " American public" to it.
In his relation of thrilling incidents he has sometimes unconsciously given us glimpses of · the marvellous and strange tropical
country with its barbarous peoples of weird costums, and of unfamiliar animals and birds in their undisturbed natural haunts.
This book is being received with great enthusiasm and, i~ my
opinion, is thoroughly worthy of it.
·

"Soundings"
"Life is an unchartered ocean. The cautious mariner must needs
take many soundings ere he conduct his barque to port in safety."
This quotation is the key to A. Hamilton Gibbs' novel, " Sound-
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ings." It is a story of a girl who lives in the country with her father
and a housekeeper, her mother being dead. Beautiful. vigorous, and
curious at the age of eighteen she has the desire to go out and see the
world with her own eyes. She studies art in France and rooms with
a girl named Cornelia, from America. Through her she meets Cornelia's brother, Lloyd. and his friend, Bob, with whom she falls
deeply in love. Bob, who is of the silent but ardent type returns
her love with great zeal. and Lloyd, who is a sort of Peter Pan in
that he has never grown up and has the gift of changing everything
to laughter, loves Nancy also. Nancy returns home to care for her
ailir.g father and hears no;:hing from Bob. Later Bob jilts her, thinking that because of his past he is not good enough for her, and instead of telling her this he simply ignores her.
In many instances Bob is shown to be very selfish. Lloyd is a
very admirable character-much mo::e so than Bob, who is painted to
be the hero and might better have been a villain. The three leading
characters live their youth in regret, and the same may be s1id of
Nancy's father who lost his wife when Nancy was a baby. Nancy
is rather an unreal character in that she carries everything to extremes. Her thoughts and feelings are greatly exaggerated but furnish the material for the entire hook. The story is told clearly, and
interest is kept up throughout the novel. "Soundings" is a good
book of its kind.

Ask Me Another
1. What two books describe the boyhood of a famous humorist?
2. What is the title of Sewell's "Uncle Tom's Cabin" of the
horse?
3. What is the title of a famous mystery story by A. Conan
Doyle?
4. What is the title of a .very famous animal story, telling of
four little rabbits that got into trouble in a cabbage patch?
5. What is the most famous novel of an author who dealt
mostly .with India?
6. What author wrote animal stories for children?
7. What is a famous allegorical story, in which every character
represents something either good or bad in the life of a Christian?
8. What book did Daniel Defoe write, describing a man on a
desert island?
9. Who wrote a novel about the time and life of Christ, which
~s now popular in the movies?
10. Who wrote "Lorna Doone"?
11. Who wrote a novel. the title of which is the name of a
state and of a beautiful red bird?
12. What three sisters wrote novels, one of which was "Jane
Eyre"?
13. What book tells the story of the most patient man who
ever lived? Can you find it?
14. Do you remember the story about the little pigs? One of
them went to market, you know. What was the title?
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When a member of the Breeze staff approached the writer and
invited her to compose an article for the magazine, the faculty member, of course, asked, "On what subject am I to broadcast?"
"Oh, any subject."
F. M.: " How long must this be ?"
"Oh, any length."
F. M. ( in desperation) : " What style do you prefer?"
"Something clever-wise-cracks."
Faced by the necessity of turning out some witty remarks, the
F . M. wound a few thought-cranks. Useless ! Her brain absolutely
refused to behave as a well-ordered machine should. Not a single
idea that could, by any stretch of the imagination, be termed "a wisecrack" was produced.
The F. M. was reduced to moralizing. What message migh t
she give that would be interesting and instructive to the s::hool?
Ah-this was January ! An entirely new and brilliant thought!
She could speak to the school on New Year's resolutions. She would
tactfully lead every student to work for an A average for 1928.
How that would change the University High! Another bloodless
revolution !
But-what outside stimuli were urging themselves on her consciousness ? The poor F. M. had been dimly aware that there was
a great deal of noise, and she now came out of her daze to analyze
the tumult. From the floor above came the resounding thump,
thump of Leonard Finkelstein's ballet, practicing for the vaudeville.
Mingled with this hubbub, the strains of " Pickles-Pickles" floated
down. Next door an ardent debater insisted, "The Roosevelt High
point system is positively the worst"--etc., etc. On the other side
the casts of three plays fought for the privilege of using that room
for rehearsal. Across the hall a babel of voices proclaimed a Breeze
staff meeting.
The bewildered F. M. muttered hoarsely, "Work!" Then she
threw down her pencil and firmly declined to do any more writing
for the Breeze.
Donny 0 .: "Tell me how long girls should be loved."
Mutt : " Same as short ones."

* * * *

Mr. Stokes : " Are you enjoying your Eskimo Pie, Holly?"
Holly : " No, I have to eat it too fast, I'm expecting a friend
along."
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Seninr Sentiments
We have scarcely had time to get our breath from the last race
before we start another, but there is one consolation: if we win this
one, there is but one more to run!
The interest of the Seniors at present seems to be revolving
around two things. the vaudeville and the operetta. We are very
proud of our members who obtained parts in the plays or acts,
especially the three lovers. Lynn Beyer, Gordon Andre, and John
Boehrer. And think of the operetta! Minerva Pepinsk y sings the
leading feminine role, and Betty Gove and Ingeborg Husby have title
roles, too.
When we saw the first basketball game of the season. our hearts
swelled with pride over Fred Ramer, Cliff Carlson, Lonnie Vrooman,
and our worthy captain, Doug Erskine.
There we have two of our crowning functions, and furthermore, at social gatherings, the Seniors present a star team. The
Junior-Senior party on the twenty-first was well attended by us.
Just wait 'til you see the 1928 Bisbila that's now in progress!

Junior Class Report
In spite of its being still early in the year, the Juniors are very
much "up and at it" in regard to several things, one of which is
raising money for the J. S. We're going to resort to everything
but stealing to make the coming J. S. the best ever, so don't be a bit
startled at the numerous bean-feeds, hot-dog sales, and fish-ponds
that will occur. The Juniors seem to have a gift of gab. At any
rate, four of our members made the debating team. The four eloquent ones are "Pep," "Cliff," "Del." and Lee, and we certainly are
proud of them and wish them all good luck. Another of our
activities is the Junior-Senior party which was held the 21st of
January. The girls had little trouble, as usual. trying to convince
the boys that it wasn't a stag affair at all. We hope we've got them
convinced!

Sophomore Scribblings
Said some great man, "Variety's the very spice of life." And
we agree with him. The sure proof that life is spicy for the sopho-
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mores comes in the fact that they are engaging in such a variety of
activities.
On the afternoon of January 18, the girls successfully entertained their mothers at the sophomore Mothets' Tea, which is an
annual event.
Many of the class members have been kept very busy by strenuous practice for the coming vaudeville and operetta. Betty Sheridan,
Lorenza Meiners, Bertha Von Coln, Betty Grobe, and Bert Sherman are the Sophomore representatives in the operetta. Albert Killeen, Tommy Fifield, Richard Robinson. LQis Williams, and Peggy
Oehler are doing their bit toward making the, vaude.ville a success.
At the last class meeting, the pleasant propmition· of an evening party was discussed. We decided to have it a costume affair. at
which an admittance fee of fifty cents will be cbarged. So that party
will mean a lot of spice in every sophomore's life.
A great p:ut of the class was there cbe~ririg at fhe first basketball game, although the honor of the class is upheld on the team by
Bert Sherman alone.
The sophomore girls have been faithfully practising basketball.
with a view to capturing the championship. Deck tennis, a newly
introduced game, has attracted a few girls, and we hope to have some
excellent class teams, although the game is still in its infancy among
the U high girls.
Now, if there is any question about our varied activities, wait
until the next issue, and we will tell you even more.

Freshman Foolishness
Since the exams we have had two class meetings, both of which
were well attended. Our president brought up the announcement
that we were to have charge of one of the February assemblies. We
expected quite a long time in which to prepare, but Miss Gold
informed us that we bad only two weeks, so we decided that we
would have to forfeit the conor offered us. For consolation, however, we are going to have a Valentine party.
Nothing of great importance has come up in the Freshman
athletics, except that the girls are going to have a fine basketball team.
Maybe we can beat the Sophomores, who knows!

The Girls' Club
Due to the new constitution. several changes have been made
in the Girls' Club committees. They are as follows:
Marion Finney, Chairman
Friendship Committee _ _ ___ ____ ___
Social Service Committee _________ Minerva Pepinsky, Chairman
Publicity Committee ______________ Betty Sheridan, Chairman
Entertainment Committee _ _________ Patty Hynes, Chairman
___ -· __ _ -----.Ann Mills, Chairman
Finance Committee
Ways and Means Committee _____ Eleanor Evenson, Chairman
Ian th a Powrie has been elected to take Janet Van De Water's
place on the Council as Freshman Representative.
On Wednesday, January 17th, the Teachers' room and the
Girls' Club room were both filled with mothers of the Sophomores.
For entertainment they were allowed to watch the dancing class.
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Through the efforts of Minerva Pepinsky, a very attractive
basket was given to the Girls' Club family at Christmas.
Where was everyone January 9th ? Let's make up for it-by
all coming to the meeting February 6th.

The Glee Club
Our high school glee du).> is busily practicing on the operetta,
"In Old Vienna, " or "Pickles, ' as it is more commonly called, which
will be presented February .24th at the Music Auditorium. The
merry carolers had caroled so much that for awhile they found it
difficult to produce more than mere squawks, but now that they have
become accustomed to all this throat activity, they find singing a
real delight. (We hope the audience will enjoy it as much as they
do.) Room 204 is the scene of constant activity. Tourists, gypsies.
Viennese maidens, burgers, and detectives haunt it from early until
late-and even earlier than early on Saturdays.
Friday night, January 20th, the entire glee club sojourned to
West High to see their presentation of " Pickles." We sincerely hope
that they enjoyed our attendance. We rushed the balcony, and
between scenes the "U" High songsters huddled in an excited group
and talked loud and long on the good and bad points of the said
operetta. We feel certain that our cast will be able to produce one
as gog_d,
The "leads" are all well adapted for their parts and they are
working hard to master gestures and dance steps. Minerva Pepinsky
is taking the part of Ilona, a gypsy girl. and Clifford Menz plays
opposite her in the role of Jones, an American advertising man.
lngebor Husby will be June Pennington, a rich young American girl.
and Bert Sherman will be Mr. Pennington, the wealthy maufacturer
of Peter Piper Pickles. Betty Gove is taking the part of Lady Vivian
de Laney, an English widow , while William Lesher turns from his
usual role as musician to play the part of Arthur Crefont, a young
artist. The parts of Bumski and Rumpski, twin detectives, and Captain Kinski, their chief have not yet been definitely decided. The part
of Hans, the innkeeper, is still being contested.
Under the able direction of Miss Schwend and Miss Ramm,
both choruses and " leads" are becoming well versed in the arts of
singing and acting. After four more weeks of constant practice, the
glee club will present the best and most entertaining operetta ever
staged at "U" High!

The Girls' U Club
You haven't heard from us for an issue or so, but we haven't
become a thing of the past, by any means. We had a dinner meeting Tuesday, January seventeenth, at the Yellow Lantern Inn. After
we had performed the customary duties of a banquet, our active president, Naomi Fredrickson, led a discussion on the new U Club constitution.
The subject of a sleighride was also brought up by Mary Field,
our social chairman. The date was set for February 4, and if the
weatherman will co-operate and bring us a sufficient amount of snow,
I'll tell you next month of the good time we had.
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We have two new exchanges this month. The Radiograph of
Winona Senior High School. of Winona, and The Ranger of Chisholm High School. Chisholm, Minn.
" Radiograph" is certainly an original name! We wonder if it
means that school affairs are broadcasted as fast as by radio.
The Ranger is the largest magazine we receive, it is more like an
annual than a morithly. We like the covers especially well and a
column of parodies .of well known poems was very amusing.
In looking over· The Radiograph. we noticed that in football
this last season. Winona scored seventy-eight points against its opponents' six ; no wonder " U " High had such a hard fight with them.
The Central High Times of Central High. Minneapolis. has one
department we hadn' t noticed before. "Radio Static." made up of
radio jokes " nutshell" information about radios. "The Ticklers,"
the joke column of this paper had jokes and verses that were almost
all new to me.
My typust is on her vacation
My trpist's awau for a week
My typudt us in havr vscarion
Wgile thse dajm keys play hude and seek.
Chorus:
Oy. brong boyk. bank bzck.
Brung hick mu bonnie ti my. ty mo,
B (~ang b$xff, b6ng hick,
Bjing bozk m~ beline-o my, o helk!
And a coincidence- just after reading this foolish verse on the
missing " trpust" we came across it again in The Crucible. the Ro:hester High School paper. Well. great minds. you know, and how
about great school papers?
We like the picture on the Christmas number of The ·Blackbird
of Red Wing High School-this was an old fashioned scene with a
coach-and-four and gabled houses. It was better than any Christmas
headline. We seem to be quite late with this news--here it's almost
Valentine's Day !
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RECITATIONS FROM AN ENGLISH IV CLASS, BEING A
TRUE ACCOUNT OF WITTICISMS OF
SOLEMN SENIORS
Mrs. Nethercott (giving spelling word in a sentence) : The
fair perfume pervaded the room.
Lloyd Kempe (writing) : Hot Dog.
Mrs. Nethercott: No, indeed.

* * *

Robert Tucker: Hey, can I Mrs. N. My name is Mrs. Nethercott.
R. T. :· Oh-My Dear Mrs. Nethercott

* * *

Mrs. N.: What is a dilemma?
Dan: That's what I was in when my pen went dry(Further details--inquire if interested.)

* * *

Mrs. Nethercott (spelling again): " Comedy."
Lloyd (surveying his paper in despair) : This is the "Comedy
of Errors."

* * *

Miles:

He didn't like bloodslaughter.

* * *

The Password of English Four Classes is " Supposed to have."
Robert Tucker (to Mrs. Nethercott ): Sarcasm is a form of
ignorance.
(What did he mean?)

* * *

R. T. What is a "Beau" anyway?
Lloyd: Well, you ought to know.

* * *

.Miss Prothers-quoting from " A dissection of a Beau's Head"
by ~ddison, called the attention of the class to the phrase where the
author s~aks of the Beau. as never looking up to heaven. Elizabeth
Ann remarked that his girl friends must all have been considerably
shorter than he.
"Mentally unbalanced" is the refined term for " All Wet. "

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
I 0.
11.
12.
13.
14.

ANSWERS OF " ASK ME ANOTHER"
Tom Sawyer, Huckleberry Finn.
Black Beauty.
The sign of the four.
Peter Rabbit.
The Light That Failed, Rudyard Kipling.
Ernest Seton Thorqpson.
Pilgrim's Pr:pg;,ess.
Robinson Crusoe.
Lew Wallace, Ben Hur.
R. D. Blackmore.
A Kentucky Cardinal, James Lane Allen.
Bronte, Charlotte, Emily and Anne.
The Book of Job, in the Bible.
I think it was "Humpty Dumpty."
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ATLETICS
"U" High W ins Opener

In what proved to be one of the m~t interesting games in
recent years, the University High School basketeers downed a fighting
St. Louis Park team which came within one point of winning the
game which took an extra overtime period.
The little Gophers outplayed their ,out-of-town rivals during
the entire first, and they were continually popping the oval in for
what proved to be much needed points when the second half started.
The score was 15 to 8 at the half. and the game looked like a
sure walkaway for the Maroon and Gold when the second half commenced. Either a rejuvenated Park team took the floor or else the
home team must have gone to pieces for " U" High only scored a
meager basket during the remainder of the regular game. This apparent affliction of our boys was all that was needed to start the Parks
boys on a scoring rampage.
The score stood 17 to 17 as the game ended and as it was
agreeable to both coaches an extra time period was played to decide
the supremacy. The Parks' guard was fouled. He made the basket
but it didn't count ; he had stepped over the line. Cliff Carlson, the
lanky star of the game, got himself into action and with ten seconds
to go he popped the oval in to make the score 19 to 1 7. As the
whistle blew St. Louis Park was awarded a foul shot, making the
score 19 to 18.
Cliff Carlson was the outstanding star of that exciting game,
scoring ten of the total of 19 points and playing a good game on the
defense. Captain Doug Erskine, while he didn 't show up to the
best advantage, played a good game at forward.

"U" High Loses to Fast Chaska T eam
The strong Chaska team vanquished the " U" High cage team
in what proved . to be a very exciting game. The only detracting
feature was the condition of the floor. It was so slippery that the
Campus cagers could not get started and consequently could not
score very heavily when they had to be so sure of their footing and
were slipping all the time.
" U " High got away to a good start only to slip the lead to
Chaska after the first quarter and after that the farmer lads were
never troubled by the little Gophers and their scoring efforts. Chaska
has a fine team, but I would like to see Chaska and "U" High play
a game on a real honest to goodness floor where a man could be sure
of his shots and not have to worry about staying on his feet.
However, do not get the impression that it was not a good
game, for Coach Peterson's boys played pretty fair basketball; in fact,
better basketbaII than was expected of them.
The " U " High basketeers were clearly outplayed at times.
but at other intervals the Maroon and Gold lads kept their opponents
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in dire stress by their clever passing, and had they only been able to
get the ball into Chaska territory before their defense had time to set,
the score would not have seemed so lopsided.
Chaska has a fine group of players. and they play well together.
Captain Doug Erskine, although a little late, hit his regular
stride at Chaska, and he gave the Chaska men plenty to worry about,
contributing greatly to the "U" High score. Doug, however, played
his best game on the defense and broke up many of their plays. Cliff
Carlson played his usual good game and Mutt Manuel played a
bang-up game and used his head on several occasions to keep the
ball away from Chaska and also in scoring baskets.

Girls' Athletics
If anyone should happen to drop into the Girls' Gymnasium on
Tuesdays and Thursdays at the eighth hour, he would see a good
percentage of our girls attempting to perfect their skill in different
sports: they succeed to a certain extent. Miss Bockstruck has introduced a new game into her realm of sports. It is not quite as
strenuous as basketball and is being taken up with enthusiasm by
some of the girls who up till now have not been out for the teams
on account of the strenuous exertion needed. This new game is
called "DECK TENNIS" and is played with a small rubber ring
of about seven inches in diameter. This small ring is thrown over
a net much like a volley ball net and is passed to and from player to
player. Needless to say one can see that this game takes an accurate
and steady eye also much skill in handling the ring.
In spite of deck tennis the interest in basketball is not lacking.
Come out and learn how- to play either deck tennis or basketball.
Everyone has loads of fun.

Alumni Notes
Miss Ruth Echo, '22, was married to Robert Putch of Yale
University on the 16th of January. She will make her home in the
east, where her husband is the pastor of a church.
Three of our last year's alumni have pledged Phi Delta Theta
fraternity, the boys are Al Tucker, E. V. Drake and Roger Hayes.
This makes about one-third of the Phi Delta Theta Boys University High Alumni.
Jack Barwise, '27, pledged K. E. at the end of rushing week
also.
John MacConnell, '25, was made representative to the InterFraternity Council from the Phi Deltas.
The Alpha Gamma Delta sorority is very glad to announce the
initiation of Miss Rhoda Pierce, '2 7. who pledged them at the end
of rushing in the fall.
Janet Lieb, '25, also pledged Alpha Chi Omega a short time ago.
Janet also.pledged this fall.
There are several more girls who have made their averages but
have not as yet gone through formal initiation.
We are very glad to have the alumni come back and visit us,
and we were very glad to see so many at the vaudeville. We hope we
will see as many at the Operetta the 24th of February.
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JOKES

Song Hits
Swanny River _
----Doug
Dream Kisses
Helen
Blue Heaven
~------- _ Pete
Oh, My Operation_______
_D'Belle
Sing Me a Baby Song
----_..___ ___ Albertine
Just Once Again________
__Flea to Departing Orchestra
Among My Souvenirs - - - - - -. - ---- ____________Eleanor
Is She My Girl Friend?
_ Spud
After the Ball Is Over_
- - - Dugout
Are You Happy?_
May B.
Just a Memory __________:.______________________ Bobbie
I Ain't Got Nobodyq__
Pee Wee
"THAT'S ALL."
IDEA OF FRENCH
"Oy, Oy," spelled "Oui, Oui," pronounced "Wee, Wee," and
means "Yes, Yes."
Did you ever hear of the Scotchman whose name was "Vincent" and he was called "Vin" to save the cent?
She: "John, you'll have to wait; you must give me time."
He: "How long, dearest?"
She: "Oh, just 'til the moon hides behind those clouds."
Some good people who dine at cafeterias think the tableware i&
like medicine that is to be taken after meals.
"A monkey," says Uncle Eben, "has a heap of sense, but never
talks. A parrot ain't got no sense at all and talks all de time. Now,
dear, draw your own conclusions."
·
Headline-FORD PLANS TO PUSH NEW CAR-(He may
.•
.1.
need help).
'.t

Sew : "She finally said I could kiss her. on either cheek."
Steve: "Did you?"
Sew: "I hesitated a long time between them."
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Dedicated to the Sophomores
My geometry, 'tis of thee,
Short cut to insanity,
Of thee I sing.
You cause my joy to flee,
Studious tho' I may be,
Zeros and poors for me,
Most wretched thing.
School fathers, low to thee,
We bow on humble knee,
Grant this our prayer:
Take from our midst these books,
Source of all cheats and crooks;
Give us a thousand books,
Minus geometry.
Weather-Temperature rising.
Smith Brothers' cough drops.
FAMOUS SAYINGSMoses-"Good laws."
Ptolemy-"My stars."
Ruth-"For the love of Pete."
Lois-"C'mon, WOMEN."
Barbara Frietchie-"Oh, shoot."
Shylock-"Cut it out."
Mr. Tohill-"Could I say that again?"
All Boys-"Sorry, I'm broke."
Pete-"Meet the wife."
Barbara-"! can't even boil water."
Minerva Pepinsky-"May I use your pencil? ..
TOWN PUMP SPECIALS
Sweetheart Sundae ___________:_____________ Don and Lib
Cupid's S,andwich_
__________Willis Hayes
Date Sundae _
____Albertine and Har
Happy Thought (?) _______________________ "]. S."
Black-Eyed Susan
_____________ ___Jean Short
The ancients had a rule
That I submit to you:
To argue with a fool
Is proof that there are two.
Pete: "Have you had any experience at track work?"
Perry: "Sure, I worked on the railroad last summer."
The man with money to burn usually finds his match.
Then there's the absent-minded professor who scratched his
pancakes and poured his syrup down his back.

JOSTEN'S CLASS RINGS
ASSURANCE
' Judge a ring by reputation, not appearance. , Appearances are
oltimes deceiving. In Josten's Rings you have absolute assurance of
quality, beauty, and continuous satisfaction.

The JOSTEN

MANUFACTURI~G
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CO.

801 to 803 Andrus Building
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA

Ye Fireside Hall

LET'S EAT

AND

WHERE?

Tamarack Lodge

At
FOR PRIVATE PARTIES
For Reservations Call

MIDWAY 7730

STUMBLE INN
BEST MALTEDS
on The Campus .

FOR BOOKS AND SUPPLIES

Kusterman Bros.

Come to

The Community Drug Store
Student's Headquarters

The Perine Book Co.
1411 University Ave. S. E.

Visit Our Mechanicold Fountain
NESTOR 1612

I

OH, YEs! That good ice cream
that the seniors sell
every noon is

Steel -- De Soto
Ice Cream
"lliE CREAM OF lHEM ALL"

COOPERATION
We are here to cooperate. Your
every interest large or small will
interest us. Your confioence is an
asset.

University State Bank
Across from the Stadium
on Washington Avenue

Saxitively Yours,

GEORGE BARTON
and His MUSIC
Midway 0854

SAVE MONEY ON YOUR

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
AND PRINTING

Shop at the CO-OP

Note-Books· Pillers·Stationery

Everything for the Student

Free Scratch Pads with
Every Pureha..,

Minnesota Co-operative
Company

A Profit Sharing Institution

ACME PRINTING &
STATIONERY CO.

"Across from Folwell

421 14th Ave. S. E.

GO TO 11-fE

CURTIS HOTEL
Tenth Street, Between Third and Fourth Avenues South
MINNEAPOLIS

Famous for Its Dollar Dir111ers

Stiffy

Sez:

'i1

Dancing from Seven to Eight-Thirty

Yep! Spring's coming, I guess. But I
can't wait, am going to import some fresh
strawberry wumpos pretty soon.

Patronize Our Advertisers

You'11 be in a fine pickle
if you don't see

''In Old Vienna''
Operetta

Friday, February 24th
University
Music Auditorium

Tickets on Sale Monday, February 20th,
at the Book Store

